A model for drug release from fast phase inverting injectable solutions.
A model is developed to describe protein release kinetics from injectable, polymer solution depots which undergo rapid phase inversion on injection. The model consists of a polymer-rich phase and a solvent-rich phase, consistent with experimentally observed phase inversion morphology. Equations in the polymer-rich phase are based on diffusion-reaction mass balances for solvent, water and dissolved drug, and the rate of dissolution of dispersed drug particles. Equations in the water-rich phase are also of the diffusion-reaction type. Transport parameters in the polymer-rich phase are coupled to the ternary thermodynamics through friction formalism, and remaining parameters are estimated from literature data, leaving two free parameters: volume fraction of water-rich phase (epsilon) and k, the mass-transfer coefficient for bath-side transfer of the protein. Variations of these parameters lead to predictions of release profiles that vary from a rapid, burst-like behavior followed by a locking-in of the polymer-rich phase, to a uniform, zero-order profile. Comparisons are made to lysozyme release data for three systems: PLGA solutions in N-methlypyrollidinone (NMP), PLA solutions in NMP, and the latter with added Pluronic. Good agreement between model predictions and data is shown; in particular, the transition from rapid release to zero-order kinetics that occurs on addition of Pluronic is illustrated.